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Phase 2 pulmonary oxygen uptake kinetics (思2 kV岌 O2P) reflect muscle oxygen consumption ヲヶ 
dynamics and are sensitive to changes in state of training or health. This study identified an ヲΑ 
unbiased method for data collection, handling and fitting to optimize V岌 O2P kinetics ヲΒ 
estimation. A validated computational model of V岌 O2P kinetics and a Monte Carlo approach ヲΓ 
simulated 2 x 105 moderate intensity transitions using a distribution of metabolic and ンヰ 
circulatory parameters spanning normal health. Effects of averaging (interpolation, binning, ンヱ 
stacking or separate fitting of up to 10 transitions) and fitting procedures (bi-exponential ンヲ 
fitting, or 思2 isolation by time removal, statistical or derivative methods followed by mono-ンン 
exponential fitting) on accuracy and precision of V岌 O2P kinetics estimation were assessed. The ンヴ 
optimal strategy to maximize accuracy and precision of kV岌 O2P estimation was 1-s ンヵ 
interpolation of 4 bouts, ensemble averaged, with the first 20 s of exercise data removed. ンヶ 
Contradictory to previous advice, we found optimal fitting procedures removed no more than ンΑ 
20 s of 思1 data. Averaging method was less critical: interpolation, binning and stacking gave ンΒ 
similar results, each with greater accuracy compared to analyzing repeated bouts separately. ンΓ 
The optimal procedure resulted in 思2 kV岌 O2P estimates for transitions from an unloaded or ヴヰ 
loaded baseline that averaged 1.97 ± 2.08 and 1.04 ± 2.30 s from true, but were within 2 s of ヴヱ 
true in only 47-62% of simulations. Optimized 95% confidence intervals for kV岌 O2P ranged ヴヲ 
from 4.08-4.51 s, suggesting a minimally important difference of ~5 s to determine ヴン 
significant changes in kV岌 O2P during interventional and comparative studies. ヴヴ 
 ヴヵ 
NEW & NOTEWORTHY ヴヶ 
We identified an unbiased method to maximize accuracy and precision of oxygen uptake ヴΑ 
kinetics (kV岌 O2P) estimation. The optimum number of bouts to average was four; ヴΒ 
interpolation, bin and stacking averaging methods gave similar results. Contradictory to ヴΓ 
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previous advice, we found that optimal fitting procedures removed no more than 20 s of ヵヰ 
phase 1 data. Our data suggest a minimally important difference of ~5 s to determine ヵヱ 
significant changes in kV岌 O2P during interventional and comparative studies. ヵヲ 
 ヵン 
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At the onset of constant power exercise below the lactate threshold (LT) in humans, ヵΒ 
mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation and, subsequently, muscle oxygen uptake (V岌 O2m) in ヵΓ 
activated muscle increase in a manner that is an approximate first order exponential in vivo ヶヰ 
(2, 22, 48; cf. 30). The kinetics of phase (思) 2 of the pulmonary V岌 O2 (V岌 O2P), characterized ヶヱ 
by the response time constant (k) from repeated breath-by-breath gas exchange ヶヲ 
measurements, are commonly used to infer V岌 O2m kinetics and provide a non-invasive tool to ヶン 
investigate the control of exercise energetics (27, 41, 46). Fast 思2 V岌 O2P kinetics reflect ヶヴ 
effective cardiopulmonary and neuromuscular integration, and are associated with high ヶヵ 
endurance exercise performance (29, 38, 41), whereas 思2 V岌 O2P kinetics are slowed in the ヶヶ 
elderly (1) and with chronic disease (12, 23, 40, 46, 51). In addition, 思2 V岌 O2P kinetics are ヶΑ 
sensitive to interventions that influence blood flow distribution and muscle O2 delivery, ヶΒ 
muscle metabolism, or muscle recruitment (41, 46), making them a useful prognosticator (49) ヶΓ 
and method for evaluation of therapeutic benefit (44). Furthermore, the kinetics of 思1 of the Αヰ 
V岌 O2P response (思1 duration and amplitude) are clinically discriminatory (50) and sensitive to Αヱ 
age (37). Thus, the strong link between V岌 O2P kinetics and state of health provides the basis Αヲ 
for an inherently attractive, non-invasive and effort-independent method to characterize the Αン 
efficacy of the integrated physiologic systems response to exercise. Αヴ 
 Αヵ 
While there are general guidelines for characterizing V岌 O2P kinetics in terms of data Αヶ 
collection, processing and fitting procedures (56), a range of proposals exist for each of these ΑΑ 
steps (e.g. 10, 14, 19, 20, 26, 33, 39, 58). However, a systematic quantification of the effects ΑΒ 
of these different procedures on the precision and accuracy of the final 思1 duration and ΑΓ 
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amplitude and 思2 kV岌 O2P characterization, as well as a standardization of these procedures, is Βヰ 
lacking.  Βヱ 
 Βヲ 
This study therefore aimed to identify an unbiased (i.e. free from human error) method for Βン 
V岌 O2P data collection, handling and fitting that allows the most accurate and precise Βヴ 
estimation of V岌 O2P kinetics. We identified this optimal criterion by systematically Βヵ 
determining the influences of a range of common and uncommon collection, averaging and Βヶ 
fitting strategies on both the precision and accuracy of 思1 duration and amplitude and 思2 ΒΑ 
kV岌 O2P estimation, using a validated cardiopulmonary simulation of exercise gas exchange (8) ΒΒ 
and a Monte Carlo approach. ΒΓ 
 Γヰ 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS Γヱ 
 Γヲ 
The process linking V岌 O2P data collection in the laboratory or clinic, to kinetics Γン 
characterization, is typically undertaken in three distinct steps: (i) data collection, (ii) data Γヴ 
processing, and (iii) data fitting. Γヵ 
 Γヶ 
Step 1  data collection: Strategies employed in this step include identification of the optimal ΓΑ 
algorithms for calculating breath-by-breath gas exchange to improve signal-to-noise for ΓΒ 
kinetic fitting (6, 13, 14, 55). Strategies to improve primary V岌 O2P data also include the ΓΓ 
repetition of identical bouts of exercise with the intention of combining and averaging those ヱヰヰ 
data in the data processing step (Fig. 1B) (10, 26, 33, 57). The breath-by-breath fluctuations ヱヰヱ 
(also referred to as “noise”) inherent in any V岌 O2P measurement are uncorrelated (33) and ヱヰヲ 
have a Gaussian distribution in adults (although not in children; 42) with the standard ヱヰン 
deviation (SD) of this distribution ranging from approximately 30 to 110 ml.min-1 (33, 47), ヱヰヴ 
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independent of metabolic rate (33). What is less clear, however, is how different signal-to-ヱヰヵ 
noise ratios (or, analogously, the number of combined exercise bouts) affect V岌 O2P kinetics ヱヰヶ 
estimation and, therefore, whether there is an optimal number of exercise bouts required to ヱヰΑ 
estimate V岌 O2P kinetics to a given level of confidence. ヱヰΒ 
 ヱヰΓ 
Step 2  data processing: After the removal of outlying breaths generated by swallows or ヱヱヰ 
coughs or other ‘mistriggers’ of the breath identification algorithms, and unrelated to tidal ヱヱヱ 
breathing [typically those breaths more than 3 or 4 SDs from the local mean (33, 57)], the ヱヱヲ 
second step involves averaging of the data collected from multiple exercise bouts to obtain a ヱヱン 
single (processed) V岌 O2P signal with a high signal-to-noise ratio, prior to kinetic ヱヱヴ 
characterization. Several averaging techniques are employed (Fig. 1C-E), the most widely-ヱヱヵ 
used involving some form of interpolation and/or averaging. Linear interpolation of data prior ヱヱヶ 
to averaging (commonly to 1 s intervals) is necessary to normalize gas exchange sampling ヱヱΑ 
frequency, from the non-uniform breath-by-breath sampling, and therefore ensure equal ヱヱΒ 
weighting of data among repeated trials (Fig. 1C) (57). Averaging may be in the form of post-ヱヱΓ 
interpolation ensemble averaging (56), or by arranging un-interpolated data from all bouts in ヱヲヰ 
time (10) before averaging the combined breaths into bins whose size depends on the number ヱヲヱ 
of averaged bouts (38) or time (9, 26) (Fig. 1D). This “binning” approach to averaging, while ヱヲヲ 
improving the signal-to-noise ratio, may help to maintain the density of the data close to that ヱヲン 
at which it was collected (i.e. breathing frequency), and improve the validity of the estimated ヱヲヴ 
confidence intervals (21, 38). Despite the general popularity and acceptance of these ヱヲヵ 
approaches, several other data processing methods warrant investigation. Recent simulation ヱヲヶ 
studies have suggested that simple superimposition of all data from all bouts before fitting ヱヲΑ 
can give accurate 思2 kV岌 O2P estimates, with the added simplicity of reducing the requirement ヱヲΒ 
for complex data treatments (Fig. 1E) (19). Another alternative averaging approach, and ヱヲΓ 
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maybe one that is statistically more robust (16) yet is not typically used for estimating V岌 O2P ヱンヰ 
kinetics, involves fitting the individual exercise bouts then averaging the resulting fit ヱンヱ 
parameters (32). Kier et al. (26) showed that various stacking, interpolation, and bin or ヱンヲ 
ensemble averaging procedures had essentially no effect on the precision of subsequent ヱンン 
kV岌 O2P estimation. It remains unclear, though, how averaging strategies affect both the ヱンヴ 
precision and accuracy of V岌 O2P kinetics estimation in the context of different numbers of ヱンヵ 
averaged bouts and different approaches to fitting the data. ヱンヶ 
 ヱンΑ 
Step 3  data fitting: The third step involves the fitting of the processed V岌 O2P data in order to ヱンΒ 
obtain an estimate of the kinetics of V岌 O2P. The V岌 O2P response to a step change in work rate ヱンΓ 
in the moderate intensity domain consists of an initial “cardiodynamic” phase (largely a result ヱヴヰ 
of increased blood flow through the pulmonary circulation; 56) followed by a “fundamental” ヱヴヱ 
phase, the kinetics of which closely represent those of V岌 O2m in young healthy adults (Fig. ヱヴヲ 
1A) (22, 48). This entire response has been described mathematically using a piecewise bi-ヱヴン 
exponential equation of the form ヱヴヴ 
V岌 O2P岫建岻 噺 V岌 O2P┸base 髪 畦怠範な 伐 結貸痛 邸迭エ 飯 髪 茎岫建岻畦態範な 伐 結貸岫痛貸脹帖岻 邸鉄エ 飯 , 茎岫建岻 噺 犯ど, 建 隼 劇経,な, 建 半 劇経, (1)
where t is time, V岌 O2P┸base is baseline V岌 O2P, A1 and A2 are the amplitudes of the first and ヱヴヵ 
second phases of the response, k1 and k2 are time constants associated with each phase of the ヱヴヶ 
response, TD is a time delay and H(t) is the Heaviside step function (cf. 36). Generally, the ヱヴΑ 
parameter of most interest is k2, i.e. 思2 kV岌 O2P. However, 思1 is a complex physiological ヱヴΒ 
construct, influenced by several processes including changes in mixed venous gas tensions, ヱヴΓ 
pulmonary perfusion and end-expiratory lung volume, which sum to generate a response that ヱヵヰ 
often deviates from a mono-exponential (15, 55). In addition, there are several practical ヱヵヱ 
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difficulties when using Equation (1) to fit V岌 O2P data: Phase 1 typically contains only a few ヱヵヲ 
breaths (typically 5 or 6 in our simulations; see Fig. 1B), and fitting so few data points with ヱヵン 
the first exponential term in Equation (1) drastically reduces the confidence of the parameter ヱヵヴ 
estimations in that first exponential term. The influence of this potentially unconfident 思1 fit ヱヵヵ 
continues into 思2, affecting k2 (思2 kV岌 O2P) estimation, particularly if the fit to the 思1 data does ヱヵヶ 
not reach a steady-state before 思2 begins (i.e. at t = TD). Furthermore, most nonlinear least ヱヵΑ 
squares algorithms used by data fitting software (the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm being ヱヵΒ 
the standard; 43) require the calculation of derivatives and cannot handle the Heaviside step ヱヵΓ 
function in Equation (1); the parameters A1 and k1 are shared over, and influenced by the data ヱヶヰ 
in, the two different sub-domains (t < TD or 思1, and t ≥ TD or 思2), and the extents of the sub-ヱヶヱ 
domains themselves are determined by the parameter TD. As such, fitting Equation (1) is ヱヶヲ 
difficult without custom implementation of alternative, potentially less robust, nonlinear ヱヶン 
fitting algorithms such as direct search methods (35). As the parameter of most interest is the ヱヶヴ 
time constant of 思2, an alternative (and the most commonly used) approach is to isolate the ヱヶヵ 
思2 data then fit these data with a mono-exponential equation of the form ヱヶヶ V岌 OにP岫建岻 噺 V岌 OにP┸base 髪 畦範な 伐 結貸岫痛貸脹帖岻 邸エ 飯 . (2)
Such a mono-exponential equation accurately describes the 思2 V岌 O2P response to moderate ヱヶΑ 
intensity step exercise (4, 5) and can be handled by most nonlinear least squares algorithms. ヱヶΒ 
If Equation (2) is used to fit the V岌 O2P data and obtain an estimate of 思2 kV岌 O2P, it is necessary ヱヶΓ 
to omit the 思1 data from the fit. The most widely-used methods for removing 思1 data are ヱΑヰ 
empirically-derived time-removal methods, where “at least” the first 20 s of data from the ヱΑヱ 
exercise transient are removed prior to fitting (7, 39, 54, 57). The rationale behind this ヱΑヲ 
strategy is that, because 思1 is expected to last less than 20 s and the 思2 V岌 O2P response is ヱΑン 
expected to be exponential, starting the fit from any given point past the 思1-2 transition will ヱΑヴ 
yield an identical time constant that represents the underlying 思2 kinetics; whereas starting ヱΑヵ 
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the fit from any point before the 思1-2 transition will result in a larger (incorrect) time ヱΑヶ 
constant for 思2 (39, 54, 57). However, the 思2 V岌 O2P response is not truly exponential, but ヱΑΑ 
rather is a non-linear distortion of a mono-exponential V岌 O2m response (3, 5, 8, 25; cf. 18). ヱΑΒ 
Thus, contrary to kV岌 O2m, the kV岌 O2P is not a “true” constant throughout the transient, and ヱΑΓ 
fitting an exponential equation from different points in such a non-exponential 思2 will yield ヱΒヰ 
varying values for kV岌 O2P; progressively larger values as the fit is started from later in 思2 (cf. ヱΒヱ 
8). Such behavior is suggested in the empirical results of Murias et al. (39) where kV岌 O2P ヱΒヲ 
becomes larger as the imposed exponential fit is started from later in the exercise transient, at ヱΒン 
least in older adults. Although kV岌 O2P is influenced by a complex interaction of circulatory ヱΒヴ 
and gas exchange responses to exercise, and 思2 V岌 O2P is not quite exponential, a mono-ヱΒヵ 
exponential fit of moderate intensity V岌 O2P kinetics remains a useful, concise and effort-ヱΒヶ 
independent method to characterize the integrated dynamic responsiveness of ヱΒΑ 
cardiopulmonary and neuromuscular health. Nevertheless, it seems crucial that all data ヱΒΒ 
contained in the 思2 response, but none of the 思1 data, are fitted in order to obtain the most ヱΒΓ 
accurate characterization of V岌 O2P kinetics (57). As such, accurate identification of the 思1-2 ヱΓヰ 
transition is paramount. ヱΓヱ 
 ヱΓヲ 
When using the mono-exponential Equation (2) to fit V岌 O2P data, human error in selecting the ヱΓン 
思1-2 transition can lead to an unintended bias in kV岌 O2P estimation, and so an ideal, unbiased ヱΓヴ 
method for isolating 思2 data for such a fit would be based on either (i) identification of some ヱΓヵ 
consistent time period (rather than leaving the choice to the individual researcher) at the start ヱΓヶ 
of exercise during which data should be removed, or (ii) some other information in the data ヱΓΑ 




Rather than employing empirical time-removal methods, the abrupt change in V岌 O2P at the ヲヰヰ 
思1-2 transition may be identifiable from the V岌 O2P data using either the peak time-derivative ヲヰヱ 
of the V岌 O2P data (34) or statistical measures reflecting the best confidence in the fit ヲヰヲ 
parameters [e.g. the smallest confidence interval of the obtained time constant; (48)]. ヲヰン 
Although theoretically sound, in that both methods can identify abrupt changes in a ヲヰヴ 
continuous signal, their application to experimental V岌 O2P data may be hindered by the low ヲヰヵ 
sampling rate (relative to the duration of 思1) and noise inherent in those data. Whether the ヲヰヶ 
use of derivatives or statistical methods to identify the 思1-2 transition results in improved ヲヰΑ 
kV岌 O2P estimates over the empirical time-removal methods currently favored remains to be ヲヰΒ 
investigated. ヲヰΓ 
 ヲヱヰ 
Several studies have examined the effects of the different strategies employed in the three ヲヱヱ 
steps described above on the confidence of V岌 O2P kinetic parameter estimates using ヲヱヲ 
experimental data [e.g. 思1-2 transition and 思2 kV岌 O2P; (10, 26, 39, 54)]. However, a limitation ヲヱン 
of such studies is that the true underlying V岌 O2P kinetic parameters are unknown: such ヲヱヴ 
experimental methods can therefore give an indication of the precision of V岌 O2P kinetics ヲヱヵ 
estimation but not of its accuracy. Computational approaches using Monte Carlo methods ヲヱヶ 
(17) can overcome some of these limitations. For this, a simulation is first used to produce a ヲヱΑ 
clean, continuous V岌 O2P trace with known kinetic parameters. This trace is then sampled ヲヱΒ 
using simulations of breathing frequency and Gaussian noise is added (using known ヲヱΓ 
characteristics) to produce a dataset with similar sampling, noise and kinetic characteristics as ヲヲヰ 
experimentally-obtained V岌 O2P data, but where the underlying V岌 O2P kinetic parameters are ヲヲヱ 
known (33). In addition, the same clean trace can be randomly resampled and new noise ヲヲヲ 
added to produce further noisy datasets (but all with the same underlying kinetic parameters), ヲヲン 
analogous to obtaining experimental V岌 O2P data during repeated bouts of exercise from a ヲヲヴ 
ヱヱ 
 
single subject. Thus, these Monte Carlo methods allow both the precision and accuracy of ヲヲヵ 
V岌 O2P fitting methods to be systematically assessed.  ヲヲヶ 
 ヲヲΑ 
Computational approaches have been previously applied using a simple delayed mono-ヲヲΒ 
exponential (19, 20) or a bi-exponential (10, 33) V岌 O2P response generated in silico. However, ヲヲΓ 
as the underlying V岌 O2P kinetics do not follow a simple mono- or bi-exponential time course ヲンヰ 
(3, 5, 8), it is necessary to use a validated simulation of V岌 O2P kinetics that takes into account ヲンヱ 
how circulatory dynamics modulate the mono-exponential V岌 O2m response to produce the 思1 ヲンヲ 
and 思2 V岌 O2P responses (8). Such computationally-produced datasets can therefore contain ヲンン 
the influence of normal variation in the steady states and kinetics of, for example, cardiac ヲンヴ 
output, muscle blood flow and V岌 O2m, to derive a distribution of V岌 O2P characteristics ヲンヵ 
(including 思1 duration and amplitude, and 思2 kV岌 O2P), analogous to collecting experimental ヲンヶ 





We used a validated simulation of V岌 O2 and circulatory dynamic interactions during moderate ヲヴヰ 
intensity cycling exercise in humans (8) that accounts for the vascular capacitances and ヲヴヱ 
circulatory dynamics that cause a mono-exponential V岌 O2m response to manifest at the lungs ヲヴヲ 
as a three-phase V岌 O2P response, with a cardiodynamic 思1, a near-exponential fundamental ヲヴン 
思2, and a steady-state 思3. The simulation V岌 O2P outputs initially have no noise, so the ヲヴヴ 
baseline V岌 O2P steady-state, 思1 duration and amplitude, 思2 kV岌 O2P, and 思3 V岌 O2P steady-state ヲヴヵ 
for each output are precisely known. This allows quantification of both the accuracy and the ヲヴヶ 
precision of subsequent fits to the data. ヲヴΑ 
 ヲヴΒ 
Data production: The minimum required number of Monte Carlo iterations, n, was estimated ヲヴΓ 
from the central limit theorem (17) using 券 噺 盤権底 態エ 購 綱エ 匪態, where 権底 態エ  is the z score ヲヵヰ 
associated with significance level 糠, 購 is the estimated SD of the simulation output, and 綱 is ヲヵヱ 
the acceptable margin of error for the simulation output (equal to half the required confidence ヲヵヲ 
interval). We set 糠 at 0.05 to give 権底 態エ 噺 な┻ひは, it was assumed that the SD of 思2 kV岌 O2P (our ヲヵン 
parameter of interest) produced by stochastic simulations would be 4.3 s [based on the ヲヵヴ 
experimental data used to parameterize the simulations (8, 22)], and the acceptable margin of ヲヵヵ 
error was set at 0.1 s (the same as the simulation time resolution). This predicted a minimum ヲヵヶ 
iteration number of 券 = 7104; we therefore performed 104 iterations during the Monte Carlo ヲヵΑ 
simulations. ヲヵΒ 
 ヲヵΓ 
We examined two protocols for a step increase in work rate (WR), both constrained to be ヲヶヰ 
within the moderate intensity exercise domain: the first from unloaded pedaling (UP-WR) ヲヶヱ 
and the second from a raised baseline (WR-WR). For each of these two protocols, 104 clean ヲヶヲ 
ヱン 
 
(time resolution = 0.1 s) V岌 O2P simulations, each with different kinetics, were produced (see ヲヶン 
Fig. 1A for an example). The start of the step increase in WR was set to t = 0 s. Simulation ヲヶヴ 
input parameters were varied stochastically (43) using distributions taken from the data of ヲヶヵ 
Grassi et al. (22) and Benson et al. (8) (Table 1). This provided simulations with normal ヲヶヶ 
physiologic variation in, for example, baseline V岌 O2P, V岌 O2P gain (ッV岌 O2P ッWエ ), the relative ヲヶΑ 
increase in cardiac output (ッQ岌 m ッV岌 O2mエ ), and the kinetics of cardiac output and V岌 O2m ヲヶΒ 
(kQ岌 m kV岌 O2mエ ). Parameter sets that resulted in venous O2 concentration dropping to zero at ヲヶΓ 
any point during the simulated exercise transient were discarded, and a new parameter set ヲΑヰ 
was generated.  ヲΑヱ 
 ヲΑヲ 
Each of these 2 × 104 clean traces (one set of UP-WR, and one set of WR-WR simulations) ヲΑン 
was then sampled at a variable breathing frequency. The sampling interval was based on the ヲΑヴ 
relationship between breathing frequency (bf) and V岌 O2P in data collected during moderate ヲΑヵ 
intensity exercise in our laboratory, and was given by bf岫建岻 噺 ぱ 抜 V岌 O2P岫建岻 髪 ぱ. Gaussian ヲΑヶ 
noise with an SD of ど┻にの 抜 bf岫建岻 was subsequently added to this interval (11, 28), with the ヲΑΑ 
noise constrained to be no greater than 2 SDs to avoid unphysiologically-large intervals ヲΑΒ 
between sampled “breaths”. ヲΑΓ 
 ヲΒヰ 
We then added Gaussian V岌 O2P noise to each “breath”: the SD of this noise distribution was ヲΒヱ 
randomly sampled for each clean trace from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 67.96 ヲΒヲ 
ml.min-1 and an SD of 25.54 ml.min-1 [calculated from the individual values reported in ヲΒン 
Lamarra et al. (33) and Rossiter et al. (47); n = 22], with the obtained value constrained to be ヲΒヴ 




These procedures produced, from the clean simulation output, a trace with the sampling, ヲΒΑ 
noise and kinetic characteristics observed in experimentally-collected data (see Fig. 1B for ヲΒΒ 
examples). For all 2 x 104 clean simulations, this sampling and noise procedure was ヲΒΓ 
performed 10 times to simulate 10 bouts of exercise repeated by a single subject (see Fig. 1A-ヲΓヰ 
B for examples). At the end of this Monte Carlo procedure, we therefore had 104 noisy UP-ヲΓヱ 
WR datasets, i.e. 104 “subjects”, each with different physiological characteristics, who ヲΓヲ 
performed moderate intensity step exercise from unloaded pedaling: each dataset contained ヲΓン 
10 noisy traces from separate “exercise bouts”, i.e. each subject performed the same WR ヲΓヴ 
protocol 10 times. A further 104 noisy WR-WR datasets, with each dataset again containing ヲΓヵ 
10 traces from separate exercise bouts, were produced. Thus, a total of 2 x 105 simulated ヲΓヶ 
moderate-intensity “exercise bouts” in 2 x 104 “subjects” were produced, which sampled the ヲΓΑ 
normal variation of key parameters observed in healthy young humans. Note that, despite the ヲΓΒ 
sampling and noise procedure used to produce the data, the true underlying kinetic ヲΓΓ 
characteristics of any given noisy trace were known from the kinetics of the original clean ンヰヰ 
simulation from which it was produced. ンヰヱ 
 ンヰヲ 
Data processing: Outlying breaths were first removed by fitting Equation (2) to the noisy ンヰン 
traces and removing breaths that lay further than 3 SDs away from the local mean (i.e. ンヰヴ 
outside the 99.7% prediction bands of the fit) (33). For each dataset, we used the following ンヰヵ 
data processing techniques, covering a range of commonly-used or potentially-useful ンヰヶ 
methods, to process up to 10 bouts of noisy data (see Fig. 1 for examples): (i) Interpolation of ンヰΑ 
each bout to 1-s intervals before ensemble averaging across bouts (“interpolated”); (ii) Time ンヰΒ 
alignment of data from the bouts to be averaged, before bin averaging into bins whose size ンヰΓ 
depends on the number of bouts being averaged (“binned”); (iii) Superimposition, or ンヱヰ 
stacking, of the data from different bouts, with no further interpolation or averaging ンヱヱ 
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(“stacked”); (iv) Fitting of individual bouts (see below) followed by averaging of fit ンヱヲ 
parameters across bouts (“separate”). ンヱン 
 ンヱヴ 
Data fitting: For each processed V岌 O2P trace, we fit the bi-exponential Equation (1) to the ンヱヵ 
entire 思1 and 思2 data, and used the following strategies for identification of the 思1-2 ンヱヶ 
transition and subsequently fit the mono-exponential Equation (2) to the isolated 思2 data: (i) ンヱΑ 
Empirical time-removal methods, where 10, 15, 20, 25 or 30 s of data were removed from the ンヱΒ 
beginning of each processed V岌 O2P trace. (ii) Use of V岌 O2P time derivatives on both ンヱΓ 
unsmoothed and smoothed (with a moving 5-breath average) processed data, where the ンヲヰ 
highest derivative of V岌 O2P with respect to time during the first 60 s of exercise was taken as ンヲヱ 
the 思1-2 transition. (iii) Statistical methods to identify the 思1-2 transition, where a datum was ンヲヲ 
incrementally removed from the beginning of each dataset (until 60 s into exercise) and the ンヲン 
remaining data were fit using the mono-exponential Equation (2); the reduced chi-squared ンヲヴ 
(鋼red態 ), adjusted coefficient of determination (迎博態), confidence interval for the time constant ンヲヵ 
(CIk) and the corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) were then calculated for each fit ンヲヶ 
(42, 46); the first datum in the fit that returned the minimum statistical value (or maximum ンヲΑ 
for 迎博態) was taken as the identified 思1–2 transition for that statistical method; See Rossiter et ンヲΒ 
al. (48) for an example using CIk to identify the 思1–2 transition. For each processed trace we ンヲΓ 
therefore obtained 12 fits to the data: one using the bi-exponential fit to the entire 思1 and 思2 ンンヰ 
data, and 11 using a mono-exponential fit to isolated 思2 data (five using empirical time ンンヱ 
removal methods, two using V岌 O2P time derivatives, and four using statistical measures). As a ンンヲ 
control condition, for each processed trace we also fit the true isolated noisy 思2 data with ンンン 
Equation (2), i.e. the data were fit beginning at the true first “breath” in 思2, known from the ンンヴ 
clean simulation. Each of these 13 methods provided an estimate of the 思1–2 transition [i.e. ンンヵ 
TD from Equation (1) when using the bi-exponential fit, or the identified first breath in 思2 ンンヶ 
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when using the mono-exponential fits] and an estimate of 思2 kV岌 O2P [i.e. k2 from fits using ンンΑ 
Equation (1), or k from fits using Equation (2)]. The 思1 amplitude (as a percentage of the ンンΒ 
steady-state response) was estimated from the value of the fit at the identified 思1–2 transition. ンンΓ 
Each of the 思1-2 transition, 思1 amplitude and 思2 kV岌 O2P estimates were then compared to the ンヴヰ 
known true underlying values obtained from the clean simulated V岌 O2P trace. These true ンヴヱ 
values represent the most accurate estimates possible of 思1 and 思2 V岌 O2P kinetics. ンヴヲ 
 ンヴン 
Numerical methods and statistical analyses: Details of the model used to produce the clean ンヴヴ 
V岌 O2P data, along with numerical methods, are given in Benson et al. (8). Because of its ンヴヵ 
unique piecewise nature, Equation (1) was fit using a custom direct search method (35), ンヴヶ 
although this precluded calculation of parameter confidence intervals. Equation (2) was fit ンヴΑ 
using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (43). Values are presented as mean ± SD unless ンヴΒ 
otherwise stated. Significant differences between data were tested for using two-sample t-ンヴΓ 
tests, or one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s post hoc ンヵヰ 





Simulation outputs: Simulation input WR and output V岌 O2P characteristics are summarized in ンヵヴ 
Table 2. Time of the 思1-2 transition was significantly different between UP-WR and WR-ンヵヵ 
WR simulations (19.8 ± 3.4 s vs. 15.9 ± 3.4 s, respectively; P < 0.05, t-test), as was 思1 ンヵヶ 
amplitude (reported as percentage of the steady-state response: 28.2 ± 8.3 % vs. 28.9 ± 7.7 %, ンヵΑ 
respectively; P < 0.05, t-test) and 思2 kV岌 O2P (22.4 ± 7.2 s vs. 25.0 ± 7.2 s, respectively; P < ンヵΒ 
0.05, t-test). These different V岌 O2P characteristics from UP-WR and WR-WR protocols can be ンヵΓ 
explained by the increased baseline cardiac output associated with starting an exercise ンヶヰ 
transition from a raised WR: muscle-to-lung transit time is shortened, reducing 思1 duration ンヶヱ 
(3), and the altered blood flow during the exercise transient modifies the association between ンヶヲ 
muscle and pulmonary V岌 O2 kinetics (8). The Monte Carlo simulation output data (104 clean ンヶン 
UP-WR traces and 104 clean WR-WR traces, along with the corresponding 2 x 105 noisy ンヶヴ 
traces, and details of the input and output characteristics for each simulation) are available ンヶヵ 
from the corresponding author upon request. ンヶヶ 
 ンヶΑ 
The results below present in detail the findings for UP-WR simulations. The key differences ンヶΒ 
between UP-WR and WR-WR simulations are then presented. For the sake of brevity, we ンヶΓ 
present only data pertinent to our significant findings.  ンΑヰ 
 ンΑヱ 
Number of averaged exercise bouts: Figure 2 shows the effects of averaging exercise bouts ンΑヲ 
on the precision and accuracy of 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation (generally the parameter of most ンΑン 
interest) during UP-WR simulations. For this example, data from different bouts were ンΑヴ 
interpolated to 1-s intervals then ensemble averaged (see “Averaging methods” below), and ンΑヵ 
fitting was made beginning at the known first breath in 思2 (i.e. control fits). Qualitatively ンΑヶ 
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similar results were found for the other averaging and fitting methods. The mean and SD of ンΑΑ 
the estimated 思2 kV岌 O2P are shown in Fig. 2A, and example distributions of the estimated 思2 ンΑΒ 
kV岌 O2P for 1, 4 and 10 exercise bouts are shown in Fig. 2B. The 思2 kV岌 O2P estimates obtained ンΑΓ 
by averaging 1, 2 or 3 bouts were significantly greater than using 10 bouts (P < 0.05, ンΒヰ 
ANOVA; there was no difference when averaging 4-9 bouts; Fig. 2A). This indicates that ンΒヱ 
precision and accuracy of 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation is not statistically improved by averaging data ンΒヲ 
from more than four bouts of exercise.  ンΒン 
 ンΒヴ 
Figs. 2A and 2B demonstrate that kV岌 O2P tends to be overestimated on average by ~2 s, ンΒヵ 
irrespective of the number of bouts averaged: mean difference between estimated and true ンΒヶ 
kV岌 O2P was 1.92 ± 4.24 s with 1 bout, 1.68 ± 2.06 s with 4 bouts and 1.62 ± 1.37 s with 10 ンΒΑ 
bouts. Figure 2C shows the percentage of estimated 思2 kV岌 O2P values that lay within ± 2 s of ンΒΒ 
true. Using data from a single exercise bout, the estimated 思2 kV岌 O2P was within 2 s of the ンΒΓ 
true value in only 41.3% of cases. When 4 bouts were averaged, the percentage of estimated ンΓヰ 
values within 2 s of the true value increased to 53.0%, even when the first breath in 思2 is ンΓヱ 
known precisely (see also “Data fitting and kinetic characterization” below). The asymptote ンΓヲ 
of this relationship is 62.0% (Fig. 2C), indicating that the maximum probability of returning a ンΓン 
思2 kV岌 O2P estimate within 2 s of true is 62%, even when the first breath in 思2 is known and no ンΓヴ 
matter how many bouts are averaged. ンΓヵ 
 ンΓヶ 
Averaging methods: Figure 3A shows the effects on 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation of the different ンΓΑ 
averaging methods during UP-WR simulations. For the example shown, data from four ンΓΒ 
exercise bouts were averaged and fitting was from the known first breath in 思2 (i.e. control ンΓΓ 
fits). Qualitatively similar results were found for other numbers of averaged bouts and for the ヴヰヰ 
other fitting methods. Each averaging method returned significantly different 思2 kV岌 O2P ヴヰヱ 
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estimates (P < 0.05, ANOVA), although the mean 思2 kV岌 O2P values obtained using the ヴヰヲ 
interpolated, binned and stacked averaging methods were quantitatively very similar, being ヴヰン 
within 0.1 s of each other (i.e. within the acceptable margin of error set for our Monte Carlo ヴヰヴ 
simulations). Mean 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation with the interpolation method was 1.68 ± 2.06 s ヴヰヵ 
from true (53.0% of values within ± 2 s of true), compared to 1.76 ± 2.17 s (50.7%) for ヴヰヶ 
binned, 1.72 ± 2.13 s (51.4%) for stacked and 2.04 ± 2.34 s (46.9%) for separate. The ヴヰΑ 
distribution of the confidence intervals of the estimated 思2 kV岌 O2P are shown in Fig. 3B. Each ヴヰΒ 
averaging method returned a significantly different confidence interval distribution (P < 0.05, ヴヰΓ 
ANOVA), although the confidence interval distributions for the binned and stacked averaging ヴヱヰ 
methods were quantitatively similar (the difference between the means of these two ヴヱヱ 
distributions was 0.14 s). ヴヱヲ 
 ヴヱン 
Data fitting and kinetic characterization: Figures 4 to 6 compare the different methods for ヴヱヴ 
estimating the 思1-2 transition (Fig. 4), and the subsequent estimation of 思1 amplitude (Fig. 5) ヴヱヵ 
and 思2 kV岌 O2P (Fig. 6), during UP-WR simulations. In Figs. 5 and 6, the distributions of 思1 ヴヱヶ 
amplitude and 思2 kV岌 O2P estimates obtained from control fits (i.e. fits from the known first 思2 ヴヱΑ 
breath) are shown as dashed curves. The examples shown use data from four bouts averaged ヴヱΒ 
using the interpolation method, although qualitatively similar results were found for other ヴヱΓ 
numbers of averaged bouts and for the other averaging methods. Only removal of the first 20 ヴヲヰ 
s of data (Panel B in Figs. 4-6) resulted in the accurate identification of the first breath in 思2, ヴヲヱ 
and 思1 amplitude and 思2 kV岌 O2P values that were not significantly different from the control ヴヲヲ 
fits; all other methods were significantly different from true (P < 0.05, ANOVA). Using this ヴヲン 
empirical 20 s removal method, the identified 思1-2 transition was within ±2 breaths of true in ヴヲヴ 
99.3% of cases, estimated 思1 amplitude was within ±5% of true in 32.6% of cases (vs. 34.2% ヴヲヵ 
with control fits), and estimated 思2 kV岌 O2P was within ±2 s of true in 46.5% of cases (vs. ヴヲヶ 
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53.0% with control fits). Although the bi-exponential fitting method (Panel A in Figs. 4-6) ヴヲΑ 
returned the second best estimates of the 思1-2 transition (93.8% of estimates within ±2 ヴヲΒ 
breaths of true), the over-parameterization of the model resulted in less accurate and precise ヴヲΓ 
思2 kV岌 O2P estimates (only 32.0% of estimates within ±2 s of true) than both the empirical 15 s ヴンヰ 
and 25 s removal methods (37.9% and 37.6%, respectively) (Panel B in Figs. 4-6). ヴンヱ 
Interestingly, removal of 15 s of data (i.e. including some 思1 data in the fit) gave more ヴンヲ 
accurate and precise 思1 amplitude and 思2 kV岌 O2P estimates than removal of 25 s of data (i.e. ヴンン 
excluding the initial portion of 思2 data). Basing 思1-2 identification on time-derivative or ヴンヴ 
statistical methods resulted in skewed distributions (Fig. 4C,D), and 思1-2 transition, 思1 ヴンヵ 
amplitude and 思2 kV岌 O2P values that were furthest from true (Figs. 5C,D & 6C,D). ヴンヶ 
 ヴンΑ 
Optimal protocol: Having identified that removal of the first 20 s of data, followed by a ヴンΒ 
mono-exponential fit to the isolated 思2 data, was the optimal fitting method for UP-WR ヴンΓ 
transitions, we repeated the previous analyses that were performed on the control, i.e. known ヴヴヰ 
思2, data (as shown in Figs. 2 and 3) using this empirical 20 s removal fitting method (Fig. 7). ヴヴヱ 
Qualitatively, the results were identical, in that four averaged bouts provided no more ヴヴヲ 
accuracy and precision than 10 averaged bouts, and the interpolated averaging method gave ヴヴン 
the most accurate and precise 思1-2 transition, 思1 amplitude and 思2 kV岌 O2P estimates, that ヴヴヴ 
were not significantly different to the control fits. Quantitatively, the mean estimate of the ヴヴヵ 
思1-2 transition was 0.06 ± 0.85 breaths from true, with 99.3% of values within ±2 breaths of ヴヴヶ 
true; the mean 思1 amplitude estimate was 6.63 ± 10.61 % from true (vs. 6.65 ± 4.46 % from ヴヴΑ 
true with control data), with 32.6% of values within ±5% of true (vs. 34.2% with control fits); ヴヴΒ 
and the mean 思2 kV岌 O2P estimate was 1.97 ± 2.08 s from true (vs. 1.68 ± 2.06 s from true with ヴヴΓ 
control data), with 46.5% of estimates within ±2 s of true (vs. 53.0% with control fits). Again, ヴヵヰ 
the binned and stacked averaging methods gave very similar (but slightly less precise and ヴヵヱ 
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accurate) 思2 kV岌 O2P estimates to the interpolated method: 2.00 ± 2.19 s and 1.98 ± 2.16 s ヴヵヲ 
from true, respectively. Using the optimal methods, the asymptote of the exponential fit to the ヴヵン 
proportion of 思2 kV岌 O2P estimates within ± 2 s across all numbers of averaged bouts (Fig. 7C) ヴヵヴ 
was 51.3%. ヴヵヵ 
 ヴヵヶ 
WR-WR simulations: The analyses performed for the UP-WR simulations (Figs. 2-7) were ヴヵΑ 
repeated for the WR-WR simulations, where “exercise” was initiated from a raised baseline ヴヵΒ 
WR between 0 and 100 W. These analyses are summarized in Fig. 8. As with UP-WR ヴヵΓ 
simulations, averaging of four bouts (Fig. 8A-C), using interpolated, binned or stacked data, ヴヶヰ 
optimized 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation while minimizing the number of required bouts (Fig. 8D-E). ヴヶヱ 
However, for WR-WR data, removal of the first 15 s or 20 s of data gave statistically similar ヴヶヲ 
results to control fits (where the first breath in 思2 is known), although quantitatively the ヴヶン 
removal of 15 s of data gave more precise and accurate estimates of V岌 O2P kinetics than ヴヶヴ 
removing 20 s of data: 97.2% (with 15 s removal) vs. 93.1% (with 20 s removal) of the 思1-2 ヴヶヵ 
transition estimates within ±2 breaths of true; 41.5% vs. 16.9% of 思1 amplitude values within ヴヶヶ 
±5% of true; and 61.9% vs. 57.6% of 思2 kV岌 O2P values within ±2 s of true (Fig. 8F). Phase 2 ヴヶΑ 
kV岌 O2P estimation was more accurate for WR-WR data than for UP-WR data: using four ヴヶΒ 
interpolated and ensemble averaged bouts with 思2 isolated by removal of the first 15 s of ヴヶΓ 
data, the mean difference between estimated and known kV岌 O2P was 1.04 ± 2.30 s (vs. 1.97 ± ヴΑヰ 
2.08 s with the optimal UP-WR analysis; P < 0.05, t-test) and the percentage of values lying ヴΑヱ 
within ± 2 s of the true value was 61.9% (vs. 46.5% with UP-WR data). The asymptote of the ヴΑヲ 
exponential fit to these data (Fig. 8C) suggested that a maximum of 75.9% of 思2 kV岌 O2P ヴΑン 




Minimally important difference: The optimal collection, handling and fitting procedures for ヴΑヶ 
UP-WR and WR-WR simulations were used to determine the minimally important difference ヴΑΑ 
for significant changes in kV岌 O2P during moderate intensity exercise. Table 3 shows that the ヴΑΒ 
95% confidence limits of kV岌 O2P estimation narrows from 8.25 s to 4.08 s for UP-WR, and ヴΑΓ 
from 9.43 s to 4.51 s for WR-WR, as the number of bouts averaged is increased from 1 to 4. ヴΒヰ 
These data propose a minimal important difference of ~5 s to detect differences in kV岌 O2P ヴΒヱ 
among groups or within individuals for comparative or interventional studies. ヴΒヲ 
 ヴΒン 
Robustness of Monte Carlo simulations: To confirm the robustness of the Monte Carlo ヴΒヴ 
simulations, the entire data production procedure was repeated (i.e. a second set of 104 UP-ヴΒヵ 
WR and 104 WR-WR clean simulations was produced, and noise was added to each trace 10 ヴΒヶ 
times, to give 2 x 105 noisy traces) and these data were analyzed as described above. There ヴΒΑ 
were no differences in the key findings with this second set of simulations (data not shown). ヴΒΒ 
As with the original Monte Carlo data, the output data from this second set of Monte Carlo ヴΒΓ 
simulations (2 x 104 clean and 2 x 105 noisy traces, along with simulation input and output ヴΓヰ 





We used a validated computational model together with a Monte Carlo approach to produce 2 ヴΓヴ 
x 105 simulated V岌 O2P datasets with similar sampling, noise and kinetic characteristics as ヴΓヵ 
experimentally-obtained V岌 O2P data. As the true underlying V岌 O2P kinetic parameters of these ヴΓヶ 
datasets were known from the clean simulation traces from which they were produced, we ヴΓΑ 
could assess both the accuracy and the precision of various averaging and fitting procedures ヴΓΒ 
on the estimation of kV岌 O2P; something that is not feasible using experimentally-obtained data ヴΓΓ 
where the true underlying kV岌 O2P is not known. We showed that the optimal data handling ヵヰヰ 
steps to give the most accurate and precise estimation of kV岌 O2P were linear interpolation with ヵヰヱ 
ensemble averaging data from four bouts of exercise, followed by removal of the first 20 s (if ヵヰヲ 
exercise was from unloaded pedaling) or 15 s (if exercise was from a raised work rate) of ヵヰン 
data before mono-exponential fitting of the isolated 思2 data. Variations on the averaging ヵヰヴ 
method led to substantially similar results, with the exception that the confidence interval for ヵヰヵ 
kinetic estimation was significantly wider for the technique of independently fitting repeats of ヵヰヶ 
the same exercise transition (the separate method). This suggests that different data ヵヰΑ 
processing techniques currently used among different laboratories is unlikely to substantially ヵヰΒ 
influence the derived parameters. However, it is of note that even the optimal procedures that ヵヰΓ 
we identified yielded kV岌 O2P estimates that were within 2 s of true in just 47% of simulations ヵヱヰ 
from unloaded pedaling, rising to only 62% for protocols where exercise started from a raised ヵヱヱ 
work rate. ヵヱヲ 
 ヵヱン 
Data collection: The simulated data of exercise transitions either from unloaded pedaling or ヵヱヴ 
from a raised work rate spanned a wide range of variable and parameter estimates expected ヵヱヵ 
for sub-LT exercise (Table 2). Simulated 思1 duration ranged from 7 s to 30 s and was 9% to ヵヱヶ 
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72% of the steady-state response in amplitude, and simulated 思2 kV岌 O2P spanned ヵヱΑ 
approximately 7 s to 40 s, across transitions ranging from 50 W to 150 W in amplitude, ヵヱΒ 
making our findings widely generalizable to the study of moderate-intensity V岌 O2P kinetics in ヵヱΓ 
healthy adults. We showed that averaging data from four exercise bouts optimized accuracy ヵヲヰ 
and precision of kV岌 O2P estimation, while minimizing experimental burden, regardless of the ヵヲヱ 
averaging or fitting methods subsequently used. Averaging more bouts did not give a ヵヲヲ 
significantly more precise or accurate estimation of kV岌 O2P. Some investigators may be ヵヲン 
willing to accept lower accuracy and precision in kV岌 O2P estimation in order to reduce the ヵヲヴ 
testing burden of four exercise bouts. For example, interpolating and averaging three bouts of ヵヲヵ 
UP-WR exercise, and removing 20 s of data to isolate 思2, resulted in kV岌 O2P estimations that ヵヲヶ 
were 2.00 ± 2.39 s from true, with 45.0% of these estimations within 2 s of true, a relatively ヵヲΑ 
small reduction in accuracy and precision compared to the same data handling method with ヵヲΒ 
four exercise bouts (1.97 ± 2.08 s and 46.5%). These differences are associated with an ヵヲΓ 
increase in the minimal detectable difference for kV岌 O2P, e.g. for use in comparative and ヵンヰ 
interventional studies, from ~5 s to ~6 s. The data shown in Table 3 can be used to inform ヵンヱ 
such decisions. ヵンヲ 
 ヵンン 
Our 4-bout data collection recommendation is only applicable to data that have similar ヵンヴ 
breath-by-breath fluctuation characteristics as the data produced in our simulation studies (68 ヵンヵ 
± 26 ml.min-1). Nevertheless, our simulated transitions mimicked very well typical ヵンヶ 
observations using many standard gas exchange measurement approaches. Our findings ヵンΑ 
indicate that in order to provide more precise estimations of kV岌 O2P from experimental data, ヵンΒ 
strategies should focus not on averaging additional exercise bouts, but on increasing the ヵンΓ 
signal-to-noise ratio in the collected data. These findings echo those of Lamarra et al. (32), ヵヴヰ 
who also used a Monte Carlo approach to show that increasing V岌 O2P noise, expressed as a ヵヴヱ 
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percentage of the steady-state change in the V岌 O2P response, increased the confidence ヵヴヲ 
intervals for the estimated fit parameters (思1 duration and 思2 kV岌 O2P). We showed that ヵヴン 
approaches that increase the signal-to-noise ratio have a substantial effect on precision, but ヵヴヴ 
little effect on accuracy, of kinetic estimates. These fluctuations are expected to arise from ヵヴヵ 
the interaction of a number of variables, not least the breath-by-breath variations in tidal ヵヴヶ 
volume and pulmonary blood flow, within which fluctuation and timing of stroke volume and ヵヴΑ 
thoracic pressure changes may variably sum or counteract one another to give rise to ヵヴΒ 
fluctuations in gas exchange. Therefore, algorithms for breath-by-breath gas exchange ヵヴΓ 
measurement that reduce the inherent fluctuation of the data, e.g. by accounting for changes ヵヵヰ 
in alveolar gas storage, or by re-characterizing a breath to be equal to a tidal breathing cycle ヵヵヱ 
that returns to an identical end-expiratory lung volume (6, 13), would be expected to further ヵヵヲ 
reduce the testing burden while maintaining optimal precision and accuracy of kinetic ヵヵン 
estimates. ヵヵヴ 
 ヵヵヵ 
Data processing: Although there are many possible methods for data averaging, the four ヵヵヶ 
techniques examined in this study (interpolation, binning, stacking, and separate fitting) ヵヵΑ 
provide a cross-section of the most commonly used methods. Although we have identified ヵヵΒ 
linear interpolation followed by ensemble averaging as the optimal method for averaging data ヵヵΓ 
[similar to the findings of Keir et al. (26)], both the breath binning and stacking methods ヵヶヰ 
produced quantitatively similar estimates of kV岌 O2P. As such, researchers who have ヵヶヱ 
previously used, or currently use, any of these methods should be confident that their choice ヵヶヲ 
of averaging procedure does not unduly influence their estimates of kV岌 O2P. While averaging ヵヶン 
of the exponential fit parameters from separate bouts of exercise offers the simplicity of ヵヶヴ 
avoiding potentially complicated and assumption-laden averaging procedures on large ヵヶヵ 
datasets, kV岌 O2P estimation using this averaging method reduced accuracy and markedly ヵヶヶ 
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lessened the confidence in the derived parameter estimates and should therefore be avoided. ヵヶΑ 
This likely arose because the influence on kV岌 O2P of breath-by-breath fluctuations is non-ヵヶΒ 
linear: large ‘noise’ in the early transient has more influence on kV岌 O2P than the same ‘noise’ ヵヶΓ 
in the later transient (57). Therefore, data handling approaches that first reduce breath-by-ヵΑヰ 
breath fluctuations and then characterize the fit (rather than the other way around) appear to ヵΑヱ 
result in more robust parameterization of the kinetics. ヵΑヲ 
 ヵΑン 
Another cautionary note is evident in our data for the interpolation method of averaging. This ヵΑヴ 
method appears to return a substantially narrowed confidence interval for kV岌 O2P estimation ヵΑヵ 
(Figure 3B, 7E and 8E). However, because the confidence interval is dependent on the ヵΑヶ 
number of samples (i.e. breaths), interpolation artificially increases the sampling frequency of ヵΑΑ 
the original data. The interpolation method therefore returns an artificial confidence interval ヵΑΒ 
that is more dependent on the characteristics of the interpolation than on the original ヵΑΓ 
measurements (21). The true confidence interval of parameter estimation for the interpolation ヵΒヰ 
method is likely better reflected in the binned and stacked methods (Fig 3B), which were ヵΒヱ 
substantially similar across all simulations. ヵΒヲ 
 ヵΒン 
Each data processing method investigated resulted in a similar degree of accuracy around the ヵΒヴ 
true value, and therefore approaches to data processing should focus on attempts to optimize ヵΒヵ 
the confidence of parameter estimation. As with data collection, valid and appropriate ヵΒヶ 
processing methods that reduce breath-by-breath fluctuations in the data will result in ヵΒΑ 
increased confidence. ヵΒΒ 
 ヵΒΓ 
Data fitting: We found that empirical time removal methods to isolate the 思2 data for fitting ヵΓヰ 
resulted in significantly more accurate and precise estimations of kV岌 O2P than either a bi-ヵΓヱ 
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exponential fit, or statistical and time-derivative methods to identify the 思1-2 transition ヵΓヲ 
followed by a mono-exponential fit to the isolated 思2 data. The majority of published ヵΓン 
experimental studies that have quantified the kinetics of V岌 O2P have used such empirical time ヵΓヴ 
removal methods (usually removing the first 20 s of data), and so researchers have ヵΓヵ 
historically used the 思2 isolation method that we have now shown provides the most accurate ヵΓヶ 
and precise estimations of kV岌 O2P. Furthermore, this empirical time removal approach is far ヵΓΑ 
simpler to implement than the bi-exponential, statistical or time-derivative methods. Previous ヵΓΒ 
recommendations have been to remove at least 20 s of data from the beginning of the dataset ヵΓΓ 
in order to completely remove 思1 data, even though some data from the start of 思2 may also ヶヰヰ 
be removed (7, 57). However, our results suggest that, somewhat counter-intuitively, it is ヶヰヱ 
better to include a small amount of data from the end of 思1 in the fitting procedure than ヶヰヲ 
exclude data from the start of 思2. This is seen in Figs. 5B and 6B, where 思1 amplitude and 思2 ヶヰン 
kV岌 O2P estimation for exercise from unloaded pedaling was more precise and accurate when ヶヰヴ 
the initial 15 s of data were removed than when the initial 25 s of data were removed (the true ヶヰヵ 
思1-2 transition for these data occurred at 19.5 ± 3.3 s). We suggest that this is because the ヶヰヶ 
inherent fluctuations in the V岌 O2P data means that including a small amount of 思1 data in the ヶヰΑ 
fit has minimal effect on the resultant 思1 amplitude and 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation. The rapidly ヶヰΒ 
changing initial portion of 思2 data (which changes rapidly with respect to the breath-by-ヶヰΓ 
breath fluctuations at the end of 思1) is key to obtaining accurate and precise estimations. ヶヱヰ 
Qualitatively similar results were found for exercise that started from a raised work rate, but ヶヱヱ 
here the best kV岌 O2P estimation was with the removal of the first 15 s of data (Fig. 8F). This is ヶヱヲ 
likely due to the increased baseline work rate elevating cardiac output, which reduces muscle-ヶヱン 
to-lung blood transit times and, therefore, the cardiodynamic 思1 duration. Nevertheless, the ヶヱヴ 
accuracy and precision of kV岌 O2P estimation was statistically similar for WR-WR transitions ヶヱヵ 
when either 15 s or 20 s of data were removed. We therefore recommend that researchers err ヶヱヶ 
ヲΒ 
 
on the side of caution when isolating 思2 V岌 O2P data and remove no more than 20 s of data to ヶヱΑ 
optimize kV岌 O2P estimation.  ヶヱΒ 
 ヶヱΓ 
Implications for interpretation of 2׋ V岌O2P kinetics: There are two significant findings from ヶヲヰ 
our simulations that have implications for interpretation of 思2 V岌 O2P kinetics. Firstly, we ヶヲヱ 
found that, on average, 思2 kV岌 O2P was overestimated in all the data collection and handling ヶヲヲ 
strategies investigated. This overestimation can be explained, at least in part, by the two-ヶヲン 
phase V岌 O2P response and the non-exponentiality of 思2 (3, 5, 8, 25; cf. 18). Figure 9 shows ヶヲヴ 
the effects on 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation when the mono-exponential Equation (2) is fit to clean ヶヲヵ 
simulation output data from different points throughout the V岌 O2P response. If the mono-ヶヲヶ 
exponential fit is started during 思1 (i.e. from any point before 19.4 s in this example) then the ヶヲΑ 
estimated 思2 kV岌 O2P is larger than true, due to the inclusion of some 思1 data in the fit. If the ヶヲΒ 
fit is started after the 思1-2 transition, then the 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation is also larger than true, ヶヲΓ 
becoming larger as the fit is started further from the 思1-2 transition, because the underlying ヶンヰ 
思2 response is not a pure mono-exponential; it initially increases more rapidly than a mono-ヶンヱ 
exponential before slowing down as it reaches the steady-state (8). Only a fit that starts ヶンヲ 
exactly at the 思1-2 transition returns the true 思2 kV岌 O2P. For these clean simulated data, ヶンン 
inaccurate identification of the 思1-2 transition by just 2 s can result in a 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation ヶンヴ 
that is 1.6 s larger than the true value; the influence of noise in experimentally-obtained data ヶンヵ 
may exacerbate this error. Because of these effects on 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation, when using the ヶンヶ 
identified optimal data processing and fitting procedures we were only able to estimate 思2 ヶンΑ 
kV岌 O2P to within 2 s of true in 47% of the 104 UP-WR simulations, and in 62% of the 104 ヶンΒ 
WR-WR simulations [2 s represents an effect size of ~10% for a healthy young human, ヶンΓ 
where kV岌 O2P is typically ~20 s (45)]. Extrapolating this analysis further, we calculated the ヶヴヰ 
95% confidence limits of our kV岌 O2P estimate distributions (as shown in Figs. 7B and D, and ヶヴヱ 
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Figs. 8B, D and F); kV岌 O2P estimates from outside this confidence interval are statistically ヶヴヲ 
likely to come from a different distribution/population. These 95% confidence limits, for ヶヴン 
kV岌 O2P estimates using our predetermined optimal data processing and fitting procedures, are ヶヴヴ 
± 4.08 s and ± 4.51 s from the mean, for transitions from unloaded pedaling or a raised work ヶヴヵ 
rate respectively (Table 3). We therefore propose that the minimally important difference for ヶヴヶ 
a significant change in kV岌 O2P, e.g. during interventional and comparative studies, should be ヶヴΑ 
5.0 s. If the number of averaged bouts is reduced from the optimum of four, this minimally ヶヴΒ 
important difference should be increased in accordance with the confidence limits shown in ヶヴΓ 
Table 3. ヶヵヰ 
 ヶヵヱ 
The second implication for interpretation of kV岌 O2P from our data is to question whether an ヶヵヲ 
exponential fit should be used at all. We have previously shown that the dynamics and ヶヵン 
mixing of circulatory compartments between muscle and lung distort the approximately-ヶヵヴ 
exponential muscle V岌 O2 kinetics into a non-exponential 思2 V岌 O2P response at the lung (8). A ヶヵヵ 
recent meta-analysis of available data measuring both muscle and lung V岌 O2 kinetics during ヶヵヶ 
cycling and knee extension exercise demonstrates a wide variability of kV岌 O2 between muscle ヶヵΑ 
and lung (27). Some have proposed alternative methods to assess kinetic responses, such as ヶヵΒ 
the time to steady state (45). However, such approaches have been demonstrated to be both ヶヵΓ 
inherently more variable than relying on a method that maximizes the utility of available non-ヶヶヰ 
steady-state data (24, 47) and is conceptually flawed on the basis that the time to steady state ヶヶヱ 
of a non-exponential process is continually changing (8). Alternative approaches to kinetics ヶヶヲ 
estimation using, for example, pseudorandom binary sequence exercise testing and time-ヶヶン 
series analysis may allow for muscle kV岌 O2 to be resolved by alternative methods (24, 31). It ヶヶヴ 
remains to be determined whether such methods provide increased accuracy for non-invasive ヶヶヵ 
estimation of muscle V岌 O2 kinetic responses compared with 思2 kV岌 O2 estimation by repeated ヶヶヶ 
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step transitions. Our simulations here demonstrate that a mono-exponential fit to 思2 V岌 O2P is a ヶヶΑ 
useful and concise method for accurately describing the overall kinetics of the exponential-ヶヶΒ 
like pulmonary 思2 V岌 O2 kinetic response. ヶヶΓ 
 ヶΑヰ 
Limitations: The means and SDs of the parameters used in our Monte Carlo simulations were ヶΑヱ 
representative of healthy young adults (8, 22). Quantitatively different results may be found ヶΑヲ 
for other populations with different 思2 V岌 O2P kinetic parameters, such as the elderly or heart ヶΑン 
failure patients who have slowed V岌 O2P kinetics (9, 39). Nevertheless, our main qualitative ヶΑヴ 
findings will still be pertinent when collecting, processing and fitting V岌 O2P data from these ヶΑヵ 
other populations. In particular, our main point regarding optimal data collection and ヶΑヶ 
processing methods – that methods should be employed to minimize breath-by-breath ヶΑΑ 
fluctuations and that it is essential to include all 思2 V岌 O2P data in the fit – will more than ヶΑΒ 
likely stand for these populations, as it is still expected that the (potentially slowed) initial ヶΑΓ 
portion of 思2 V岌 O2P will change rapidly with respect to the noise in the data at the end of 思1. ヶΒヰ 
 ヶΒヱ 
For populations where individuals are expected to have a reduced cardiac output and slowed ヶΒヲ 
cardiac output kinetics, and a concomitant prolongation of 思1 duration compared to young ヶΒン 
healthy adults [such as heart failure patients (52)], the use of a bi-exponential fit, or statistical ヶΒヴ 
or derivative methods, to automatically identify the 思1-2 transition is inherently attractive. ヶΒヵ 
However, our results highlight that the noise in the V岌 O2P data limit the ability of these ヶΒヶ 
methods to correctly identify the 思1-2 transition, reducing the accuracy and precision of ヶΒΑ 
subsequent kV岌 O2P estimation. In this study, the empirical time-removal methods (removal of ヶΒΒ 
the first 20 s of data for exercise from unloaded pedaling, or 15 s if exercise was started from ヶΒΓ 
a raised baseline) were the only methods that gave statistically similar kV岌 O2P estimates to ヶΓヰ 
control fits, despite 思1 duration ranging from 7 s to 39 s across all simulations. It remains to ヶΓヱ 
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be determined whether removal of the first 20 s of data results in the most accurate and ヶΓヲ 
precise kV岌 O2P estimations for populations where 思1 is prolonged, but it may be necessary to ヶΓン 
compensate for the prolonged 思1 duration when removing 思1 data from the fitting window. ヶΓヴ 
 ヶΓヵ 
Only on-transient exercise in the moderate intensity domain was simulated in this study. It is ヶΓヶ 
still to be determined whether the identified optimal fitting procedures will produce the most ヶΓΑ 
accurate and precise kV岌 O2P estimations for on-transient data in higher exercise intensity ヶΓΒ 
domains where fitting can be complicated by the emergence of a V岌 O2P slow component (40, ヶΓΓ 
45). Similarly, the applicability of our identified optimal procedures for off-transient data, Αヰヰ 
where cardiac output is expected to be initially elevated and so produce a much shorter 思1, Αヰヱ 





We used a validated computational model together with a Monte Carlo approach to assess the ΑヰΑ 
accuracy and the precision of various averaging and fitting procedures on the estimation of ΑヰΒ 
V岌 O2P kinetics. Our analyses showed that four bouts of exercise was the optimal number to ΑヰΓ 
average in order to increase accuracy and precision of kV岌 O2P estimation. Choice of averaging Αヱヰ 
strategy was not so critical, with interpolation, bin averaging and stacking all giving Αヱヱ 
quantitatively similar kV岌 O2P estimates. The interpolation, binning and stacking methods did, Αヱヲ 
however, allow more confident parameter estimates when compared to analyzing repeated Αヱン 
bouts separately. Data collection and processing strategies should therefore focus on Αヱヴ 
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio in the collected data. Contradictory to previous advice that Αヱヵ 
suggests removal of at least 20 s of data to isolate 思2 V岌 O2P before fitting, our analyses show Αヱヶ 
ンヲ 
 
that data fitting procedures should remove no more than 20 s of data, as this provided the ΑヱΑ 
most precise and accurate estimates of kV岌 O2P. Our analyses showed the widely used standard ΑヱΒ 
approaches for data collection, processing and fitting, while often different between ΑヱΓ 
laboratories, did not have a substantial effect on the quantitation of 思2 V岌 O2P kinetics per se. Αヲヰ 
However, we found that even this optimal procedure yielded kV岌 O2P estimates that were Αヲヱ 
within ± 2 s of true in only 47-62% of simulations. Thus, we identified the minimally Αヲヲ 
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Table 1. Distributions of model input parameters for Monte Carlo simulations. See Benson et ΒΓΒ 
al. (8) for a detailed description of the model. Gaussian distributions were calculated from the ΒΓΓ 
data of Grassi et al. (22) and Benson et al. (8). Linear distributions were set for this study. Γヰヰ 
Parameters with Gaussian distributions: Mean SD 
Arterial O2 concentration (ml O2/100 ml blood) 20.0 1.00 
Total venous volume (l) a 3.07 0.61 
Baseline V岌 O2P (l.min-1) 0.87 0.08 
Fraction of baseline V岌 O2P from muscle b 0.57 0.11 
Baseline Q岌 tot (l.min-1) 8.89 0.44 
Fraction of baseline Q岌 tot to muscle b 0.57 0.08 ッV岌 O2P ッWエ  (ml.min-1.W-1) 9.47 0.85 ッV岌 O2m ッWエ  (ml.min-1.W-1) 11.04 1.36 ッQ岌 m ッV岌 O2mエ  6.03 0.53 
kQ岌 m kV岌 O2mエ  c 1.08 0.08 
Parameters with linear distributions: Minimum Maximum 
kV岌 O2m (s) 15.0 40.0 
Baseline WR (for WR-WR simulations only; W) d 0.0 100.0 
〉WR (W) e 50.0 150.0 
Parameters with other dependencies: ッV岌 O2b ッWエ 噺 ッV岌 O2P ッWエ 伐 ッV岌 O2m ッWエ    ッQ岌 b ッV岌 O2bエ 噺 ッQ岌 m ッV岌 O2mエ    
kV岌 O2b 噺 kV岌 O2m   
kQ岌 b 噺 kQ岌 m   
Q岌  denotes blood flow (with Q岌 tot denoting cardiac output). The subscript ‘m’ denotes muscle Γヰヱ 
compartment, the subscript ‘b’ denotes rest-of-body compartment. Baseline is unloaded Γヰヲ 
pedaling (i.e. 0 W). aThe ratio of the muscle, body and mixed venous volumes was Γヰン 
maintained as in the default model; only the total venous volume was altered. bThe remainder Γヰヴ 
of the baseline V岌 O2P (and Q岌 tot) comes from (and goes to) the body compartment. cTo avoid Γヰヵ 
kinetic mismatch between muscle Q岌  and V岌 O2 (as occurs with slow Q岌 m but fast V岌 O2m Γヰヶ 
kinetics, that result in muscle O2 concentration dropping to zero), we first set the absolute ΓヰΑ 
kV岌 O2m value, and then constrained kQ岌 m to be similar to kV岌 O2m using this ratio. dBaseline WR ΓヰΒ 
for UP-WR simulations was fixed at 0 W. e〉WR was constrained to be positive, and the final ΓヰΓ 
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WR in the WR-WR simulations (i.e. baseline WR + 〉WR) was constrained to be no greater Γヱヰ 
than 150 W.  Γヱヱ 
ヴン 
 
Table 2. Monte Carlo simulation input WR and output V岌 O2P characteristics Γヱヲ 
 Mean SD Range 
UP-WR simulations (n = 104):    
Baseline WR (W) 0.0 0.0 0.0 – 0.0 
〉WR (W) * 97.3 28.4 50.0 – 150.0
V岌 O2P 思1 duration (s) 19.8 3.4 10.8 – 31.1 
V岌 O2P 思1 amplitude (% of steady-state response) 28.2 8.3 9.4 – 71.8 
思2 kV岌 O2P (s) 22.4 7.2 7.3 – 38.8 
WR-WR simulations (n = 104):    
Baseline WR (W) 47.3 28.6 0.0 – 100.0 
〉WR (W) * 75.6 22.0 50.0 – 150.0
V岌 O2P 思1 duration (s) 15.9 3.4 7.4 – 29.4 
V岌 O2P 思1 amplitude (% of steady-state response) 28.9 7.7 11.0 – 63.3 
思2 kV岌 O2P (s) 25.0 7.2 8.4 – 40.3 
*〉WR was constrained to be positive and at least 50 W, with the final WR (i.e. 〉WR in the Γヱン 
UP-WR simulations, and baseline WR + 〉WR in the WR-WR simulations) constrained to be Γヱヴ 
no greater than 150 W. Γヱヵ 
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Table 3. Phase 2 kV岌 O2P estimates and confidence intervals for 1-4 averaged UP-WR and WR-WR exercise bouts. Averaging was by linear Γヱヶ 
interpolation to 1-s intervals before ensemble averaging; 思2 isolation was by removal of the first 20 s or 15 s of data for UP-WR and WR-WR ΓヱΑ 
protocols, respectively. ΓヱΒ 
 Number of 
averaged bouts 
思2 kV岌 O2P estimation: Percentage of values 
within 2 s of true 
95% confidence limits 
(s from mean) Mean (s from true) SD (s) 
UP-WR simulations (n = 104): 1 2.21 4.21 38.27 8.25 
 2 2.03 2.90 43.32 5.68 
 3 2.00 2.39 45.00 4.68 
 4 1.97 2.08 46.50 4.08 
WR-WR simulations (n = 104): 1 1.33 4.81 41.82 9.43 
 2 1.15 3.24 51.61 6.35 
 3 1.07 2.66 57.52 5.21 
 4 1.04 2.30 61.91 4.51 
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FIGURE LEGENDS ΓヱΓ 
 Γヲヰ 
Fig. 1. Example of data production and processing during a single Monte Carlo iteration from Γヲヱ 
unloaded pedaling. A: for each iteration, model parameters were varied stochastically (see Γヲヲ 
Table 1) and a clean model V岌 O2P trace with known kinetic parameters (e.g. 思1 duration and Γヲン 
amplitude, and 思2 kV岌 O2P) was produced. Note that this clean model trace varied for each of Γヲヴ 
the 104 Monte Carlo iterations. B: the single clean trace was used to produce 10 noisy Γヲヵ 
“experimental” V岌 O2P traces (filled circles) with the sampling (breathing) and V岌 O2P noise Γヲヶ 
characteristics seen in experimental data. Here, four examples are shown. Although each of ΓヲΑ 
the 10 noisy datasets is different, they have identical underlying kinetic parameters (known ΓヲΒ 
from the clean model trace shown in panel A, and shown in these panels as dashed lines). The ΓヲΓ 
noisy V岌 O2P datasets were processed in one of four ways: C: interpolation followed by Γンヰ 
ensemble averaging; D: bin averaging; E: stacking of datasets; and fitting of the separate Γンヱ 
traces before averaging of the resultant fit parameters (not shown). Fits to these processed Γンヲ 
data were compared to the true underlying kinetic parameters (known from the clean model Γンン 
trace shown in panel A, and shown in these panels as dashed lines). Γンヴ 
 Γンヵ 
Fig 2. Effects of the number of averaged bouts on the precision and accuracy of kV岌 O2P Γンヶ 
estimation, using control fits (i.e. using the known 思2 data) to interpolated and ensemble ΓンΑ 
averaged UP-WR data. A: mean ± SD difference of the estimated kV岌 O2P from the true value, ΓンΒ 
for 1-10 averaged bouts. Horizontal lines show zero difference (solid) ± 2 s (dashed) from ΓンΓ 
true.  n = 104 in each case. * = P < 0.05 vs. 10 averaged bouts (ANOVA). B: distributions of Γヴヰ 
the difference between estimated and true kV岌 O2P for 1, 4 and 10 averaged bouts. Vertical Γヴヱ 
lines show zero difference (solid) ± 2 s (dashed) from true. n = 104 in each case. C: Γヴヲ 
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percentages of the 104 kV岌 O2P estimates within ± 2 s of true, for 1-10 averaged bouts. The Γヴン 
solid line is an exponential fit to the data. Γヴヴ 
 Γヴヵ 
Fig 3. Effects of averaging method on the precision and accuracy of kV岌 O2P estimation, using Γヴヶ 
control fits (i.e. using the known 思2 data) to four averaged UP-WR bouts. A: distributions of ΓヴΑ 
the difference between estimated and true kV岌 O2P for the four different averaging methods. ΓヴΒ 
Vertical lines show zero difference (solid) ± 2 s (dashed) from true. n = 104 in each case. B: ΓヴΓ 
distributions of the confidence interval of the fitted k for the four different averaging Γヵヰ 
methods. n = 104 in each case. Γヵヱ 
 Γヵヲ 
Fig 4. Effects of fitting methods on the precision and accuracy of 思1-2 transition Γヵン 
identification. Shown are distributions of the difference between the estimated and true 思1-2 Γヵヴ 
transition for the bi-exponential fit (A), and empirical (B), statistical (C) and derivative (D) 思2 Γヵヵ 
isolation methods. For all panels, vertical lines show zero difference (solid) ± 2 breaths Γヵヶ 
(dashed) from true, and n = 104 in each distribution. Note the different scales on the ΓヵΑ 
abscissas. ΓヵΒ 
 ΓヵΓ 
Fig 5. Effects of fitting methods on the precision and accuracy of 思1 amplitude estimation. Γヶヰ 
Shown are distributions of the difference between the estimated and true 思1 amplitude for the Γヶヱ 
bi-exponential fit (A), and empirical (B), statistical (C) and derivative (D) 思2 isolation Γヶヲ 
methods. The control fit distribution (i.e. using the known 思2 data) is shown as a dashed Γヶン 
curve in each panel. For all panels, vertical lines show zero difference (solid) ± 5% (dashed) Γヶヴ 




Fig 6. Effects of fitting methods on the precision and accuracy of 思2 kV岌 O2P estimation. ΓヶΑ 
Shown are distributions of the difference between the estimated and true 思2 kV岌 O2P for the bi-ΓヶΒ 
exponential fit (A), and empirical (B), statistical (C) and derivative (D) 思2 isolation methods. ΓヶΓ 
The control fit distribution (i.e. using the known 思2 data) is shown as a dashed curve in each ΓΑヰ 
panel. For all panels, vertical lines show zero difference (solid) ± 2 s (dashed) from true, and ΓΑヱ 
n = 104 in each distribution. Note the different scales on the abscissas. ΓΑヲ 
 ΓΑン 
Fig 7. Precision and accuracy of kV岌 O2P estimation for UP-WR bouts when removal of the ΓΑヴ 
first 20 s of data is used to isolate 思2. A-C: effects of the number of averaged bouts, where ΓΑヵ 
data processing is by interpolation and ensemble averaging (see Fig. 2 for explanations). D-E: ΓΑヶ 
effects of averaging method on kV岌 O2P estimation and the associated confidence interval, ΓΑΑ 
using four averaged bouts (see Fig. 3 for explanations). ΓΑΒ 
 ΓΑΓ 
Fig 8. Precision and accuracy of kV岌 O2P estimation for WR-WR bouts. A-C: effects of the ΓΒヰ 
number of averaged bouts, where data processing is by interpolation and ensemble averaging ΓΒヱ 
and removal of the first 15 s of data is used to isolate 思2 (see Fig. 2 for explanations). D-E: ΓΒヲ 
effects of averaging method on kV岌 O2P estimation and the associated confidence interval, ΓΒン 
using four bouts and where removal of the first 15 s of data is used to isolate 思2 (see Fig. 3 ΓΒヴ 
for explanations). F: effects of empirical 思2 isolation methods, using four interpolated and ΓΒヵ 
ensemble averaged bouts (see Fig. 4 for explanations). ΓΒヶ 
 ΓΒΑ 
Fig. 9. A: Simulated V岌 O2P response to a 100 W UP-WR step using default model parameters ΓΒΒ 
[see (8) for details]. The 思1-2 transition occurs at 19.4 s and the true 思2 kV岌 O2P is 16.3 s. B: ΓΒΓ 
Effects on kV岌 O2P estimation of fitting the mono-exponential Equation (2) starting from ΓΓヰ 
ヴΒ 
 
different points throughout the clean simulated V岌 O2P response. The vertical dashed line ΓΓヱ 
shows the time of the 思1-2 transition; the horizontal dashed line shows the true 思2 kV岌 O2P. ΓΓヲ 
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